Expected Academic Progress (EAP) & Degree Progress Report (DPR) WITH SOME POLY PROFILE THROWN IN BETWEEN

Shelly Landers – Evaluations Unit
During Sessions, please...

- Silence Cellphones
- Save Questions to Session’s End
  - WRITE THEM DOWN
- Avoid Side Conversations
  - WRITE THEM DOWN
- Complete Our Survey

...Thank You!
- EAP & AAP / Poly Profile
- DPR
- Paperwork
- Deadlines
EAP vs AAP

POLICY VS. SPECIFIC STUDENT DATA

**Academic Progress**

- **Expected Academic Progress (EAP):** 100%
- **Actual Academic Progress:** 93.3%
- **Academic Standing:** OFF TRACK

Data last analyzed on 04/19/2019. The gauge will be updated again by the end of the 4th week in Fall Quarter 2019.

Frequently Asked Questions

1st: 20%
2nd: 45%
3rd: 75%
4th: 100%
The EAP/AAP is in Poly Profile

THE GAUGE
## POLY PROFILE (PP)
- Completed only
- Term, CP & Higher Ed GPAs
  - No Major GPA
- Includes CP non-bacc
- No 105 comm. college cap
- Pre-Reqs met by “artic” only

## DPR
- Assumes successful completion
  - WIP, I, RP and F repeats
- CP and Higher Ed GPA from PP
  - No Major GPA
- Non-bacc excluded from 180
- 105 c.c. max held at 180
- Subs do not = pre-req
Degree Progress Report (DPR)

HOW THE STUDENT’S AAP IS DETERMINED
WHAT AFFECTS REGISTRATION

- TRANSCRIPTS
- CATALOG CHANGES
- CONCENTRATION DECLARATIONS
- SUBSTITUTION PETITIONS
  INCLUDING SUBS TO APPROVED/TECH ELECTIVES
- MAJOR/SUPPORT
- GE
- STUDY ABROAD

CP PROGRAMS: 12 UNITS GIVEN EACH QUARTER
DEADLINES | WHY A.S.A.P. MATTERS

Student’s Deadline: Last Day of Instruction | 5:00 pm
Evals’ Deadline: Before EAP/AAP runs
EAP Runs: Around 4th Week of the Quarter
Eval Begins Again: Day after EAP | ASAP Matters

Fall | * W-EAP pprwrk due → Winter | *EAP runs for Spring  
Spring  | Reg’d in prior term  
Spr holding | Eval processing Spring paperwork
REGISTRAR.calpoly.edu

- Plan Your Degree
  - DPR
- Register For Classes
  - Academic Progress Gauge

Slides available at .../Open_Forums
Deadlines

Paperwork

DPR

Actual Academic Progress
Questions

• Advising Center
• Your Evaluator
• Trainings through Mustang Success Cntr
• Shelly Landers  shlander